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Abstract. Nuclear data is critical for many modern applications from stockpile stewardship to cutting edge

scientific research. Central to these pursuits is a robust pipeline for nuclear modeling as well as data assimilation
and dissemination. We summarize a small portion of the ongoing nuclear data efforts at Los Alamos for medium
mass to heavy nuclei. We begin with an overview of the NEXUS framework and show how one of its modules
can be used for model parameter optimization using Bayesian techniques. The mathematical framework affords
the combination of different measured data in determining model parameters and their associated correlations.
It also has the advantage of being able to quantify outliers in data. We exemplify the power of this procedure
by highlighting the recently evaluated 239 Pu cross section. We further showcase the success of our tools and
pipeline by covering the insight gained from incorporating the latest nuclear modeling and data in astrophysical
simulations as part of the Fission In R-process Elements (FIRE) collaboration.

1 Introduction

2 NEXUS

Nuclear data have a profound impact on modern society
[1]. These data serve as a foundation for nuclear energy,
nuclear security, and the wide variety of research that is
carried out in nuclear astrophysics from the composition
of neutron stars to the impact of kilonova light curves [2–
5].
Despite its importance, a robust pipeline for nuclear
data assimilation and dissemination still remains on the
horizon. Currently, major evaluated databases of nuclear
reactions, decays and structure can be found in ENDF
[6] and ENSDF [7]. Inputs valuable for reaction modeling codes can be found in the Reference Input Parameter Library (RIPL) [8] and experimental reaction data can
be found in EXFOR [9]. The Atomic Mass Evaluation
(AME) [10, 11] and NuBase [12] provide targeted information regarding ground state and decay properties.
The disparate nature of these sources, coupled with
the difficulty of extracting information, complicate the
use of these database in modern applications, particularly with cutting edge science. In this contribution, we
provide a brief overview of the nuclear data activities at
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). We discuss the
NEXUS framework which represents a first step towards
providing a pipeline between nuclear data, nuclear modeling efforts and applications. We showcase the utility of
this platform by highlighting its use in a recent evaluation
of 239 Pu cross sections as well as in the scientific Fission
In R-process Elements (FIRE) collaboration. We end with
a discussion of recent tools developed at LANL intended
to advance the use of nuclear data in astrophysical applications.

The Los Alamos Python package, NEXUS, is a dataagnostic framework intended to furnish access to nuclear
properties. The phrase ‘data agnostic’ means that it does
not matter how the data was generated or parsed. The output format of the data is also irrelevant to the framework’s
function. Instead the focus of the code is on a consistent
object-oriented representation of various physical quantities and the relationships between them. This approach
is in stark contrast to the major databases which revolve
around the transmission format of data.
As an example of an object in NEXUS, in its simplest
form a reaction cross section may be reasonably represented by two arrays: the incident particle energy and the
cross section at each energy. Additional information may
be warranted, in which case the base object may be extended. There may be uncertainties reported on each energy point as well as uncertainties in the cross section values. For particular applications associated metadata may
also need to be affiliated with attributes, for example, providing the physical units of each of the arrays. The focal
point is on the representation of the data in code, not on
how the information will be transmitted.
Information transmission of data is supported however
in NEXUS. This revolves around the concept of marshalling
which is a more general concept of object serialization
(which deals only with string representations). Each object in NEXUS has a corresponding object, a marshaller,
which handles its transmutation to various representations.
A marshaller may translate one object type into another,
or it may convert an object from its code representation
to a form that can be saved on a computer hard disk, e.g.
ASCII or JSON. The power of this approach means that
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complex derived objects may be constructed and converted
to the desired output format for particular applications. A
concert example is the use of atomic binding energies and
their appropriate parsing into suitable reaction network
codes for use in astrophysical [13] or Machine Learning
applications [14, 15].
The NEXUS framework provides a base set of objects
for nuclear properties that are commonly found in the
aforementioned nuclear databases. In addition, access to
a host of theoretical outputs from nuclear model codes
are also available. Among other data access methods, this
list includes, level densities, γ-strength functions, optical
model parameters, ground state binding energies, and reaction cross sections. Information regarding nuclear isomers has recently been utilized to study the impact of longlived excited states in astrophysics [16, 17].
The data-agnostic approach NEXUS framework also
provides a set of application programming interfaces
(APIs) to nuclear data libraries, nuclear model codes and
application codes. The transition between these three areas
enabled by this platform is depicted pictorially in Figure 1.

Data

Theory

model cross sections perform very well with respect to
available data, it is possible to use a Bayesian approach
called hyperparameter optimization to optimize the model
with respect to independent datasets [20].
To optimize the calculated total cross section with respect to available data, σtot , a Metropolis random-walk
algorithm is used to probe the optical model parameter
space. The Soukhovitskii potential is used as the basis
for the optical model [21, 22]. The model space consists
of six parameters, including the potential depths, diffuseness and radii. All other model parameters are held fixed
during this optimization as they do not influence the total
cross section. It was determined that holding the optical
model deformation fixed, rather than letting it vary during the optimization was ideal for approximating a robust
minimum. In this procedure the chi-square goodness of fit
is minimized with respect to data which is weighted based
on its uncertainty.
The resultant parameter sensitivities of the fitting procedure are shown in Figure 2. The optical model parameters are standardized to unity to ensure that there is no
difference in the scale of individual parameters. All of the
model parameters are found to exhibit a relatively strongly
peaked distribution around the optimal value. The optimal values are all within 10% from the baseline parameters suggested by Soukhovitskii with diffuseness parameters changing the most.

NEXUS3
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Figure 1. The Los Alamos Python package, NEXUS, provides a
series of application programming interfaces (APIs) to efficiently
go from nuclear theory or data to applications and back again.

3 Hierarchical Approach to Nuclear Data
Evaluations
We now highlight the power of the NEXUS framework
by showcasing a result from a recent evaluation of 239 Pu
which uses the Bayesian optimization module. The evaluation is based on a hierarchical approach where data is
deemed most important followed by model calculation to
‘fill in the gaps’ when empirical data is lacking. This evaluation combines experimental cross section data from EXFOR along with output from the Los Alamos statistical
model code, CoH [18, 19].
In order to maintain consistency throughout each evaluated cross section channel, a global set of model parameters must be fit to available data. Model parameter fitting is performed incrementally channel by channel starting with the total cross section. Because most statistical

Figure 2. The determination of optical model parameters using Bayesian hyperparameter optimization. Shaded regions highlight areas of minimal χ2 .

The cross section fit with the optimal optical model
parameters are shown in Fig. 3. The procedure performs
nearly identically to the previous evaluation of ENDF/BVIII.0. Slight modifications are seen relative to ENDF/BVIII.0 below 30 keV where the reported uncertainties of
the datasets pull down the fit to the total cross section. A
similar modification, albeit to a much smaller effect, can

be found between 1 and 2 MeV, near the local minimum
of σtot .

Figure 3. The evaluation of the total cross section of neutrons on
Pu using the Los Alamos code CoH for cross section modeling.

239

4 FIRE Collaboration
The NEXUS framework also serves as the basis for the nuclear data pipeline used in the highly successful Fission In
R-process Elements (FIRE) topical collaboration. While
the name centers around fission, many relevant nuclear
properties for this nucleosynthesis process have been studied by FIRE researchers [23–29]. Nuclear data appropriate
for studies of nuclear astrophysics is assimilated and disseminated via a tailored repository which transform data
into the appropriate format for use in the Los Alamos
Portable Routines for Integrated nucleoSynthesis Modeling (PRISM) reaction network code [30]. This state-ofthe-art nuclear reaction network has been frequently used
in contemporary studies from the study of universality
among metal poor halo stars [31] to the first kilonova actinide opacity results [32]. We now cover several recent
FIRE studies that highlight the crucial role accurate nuclear data can play in understanding the formation of the
heaviest elements in the cosmos.
The synthesis of the heaviest elements in nature is
thought to occur via the rapid neutron capture (r-) process
[33]. While the astrophysical event(s) responsible for this
process are still under debate [34], it is with certainty that
nuclear properties (most influentially: masses, half-lives,
reaction rates, and fission properties) are critical for understanding this phenomenon [35]. The central problem
to this endeavor is that accurate data is limited to a small
portion of the chart of nuclides and therefore simulations
of the r process must rely on theoretical extrapolations for
thousands of nuclei when this data is not available [36].
This implies that to understand r-process nucleosynthesis,
it is of paramount importance to simultaneously include
the most accurate nuclear data and modern theoretical predictions.
Once the r process creates heavy, radioactive elements,
they must decay back to more stable isotopes. In doing so,
the radioactive decay of these freshly synthesized elements
power a distinct light curve in compact object merger environments (neutron star mergers and black hole neutron star

mergers) called a kilonova. The importance of β-decay
half-lives and branching ratios on the impact of kilonova
light curves has been studied in the recent work of Lund et
al. (2022) [37]. Lund and colleagues showed that different
theoretical models of β-decay properties profoundly impact the production of elements that undergo α-decay and
spontaneous fission. The influence of α and spontaneous
fission emitters in turn strongly impacts nuclear heating
that powers the light curves. Neutron-rich isotopes of nobelium (Z = 102), lawrencium (Z = 103), rutherfordium
(Z = 104), and dubnium (Z = 105) were found to be
particularly influential on observational timescales. This
lead the researchers to conclude that the β-decay feeders
of these nuclei represent a prime target for future precision experimental campaigns. More comprehensive studies of the impact of nuclear data and model uncertainties
on kilonova were performed in Refs. [4, 38].
The inclusion of measured β-decay properties has also
been studied in the context of this pipeline. Kiss et al.
measured 28 new β-decay neutron emission probabilities
and half-lives for important lanthanide species [39]. This
study not only informed the impact of measurements in
astrophysical environments, it was able to rank the importance of the measurements through novel Bayesian analysis. Using a new measure to gauge the impact of each
measurement, the final abundances were shown to be most
sensitive to the half-life of 168 Sm followed by several Gd
isotopes. This work is in agreement with another experimental effort supported by FIRE scientists studying βdelayed neutron emitters that were found to be influential
around the second or A ∼ 130 r-process peak [40].
FIRE researchers have also teamed up with nuclear
experimentalists to study nuclear structure measurements
[41] including the first exploration of neutron shell structure to the ‘south east’ of lead [42]. The production of
207
Hg led the team to conclude that current data suggests a
strong shell closure at neutron number N = 126, in agreement with modern theoretical model predictions. The
N = 126 is the final confirmed closed shell in the chart
of nuclides. The strength of this shell closure acts as a
‘gatekeeper’ for the production of actinides and is thus extremely important in their production as well as for how
much fission may ensue in an r-process event.
In one of the major results of the FIRE collaboration, fission fragment mass yields were calculated for all
fissioning systems using the Finite-Range Liquid-Drop
Model (FRLDM) [43]. The statistics of each fissioning
system was carefully compiled using millions of computational hours on the Los Alamos high-performance computing network. One of the fundamental observations made
by the team was that the spread of the fission yield distribution increases as a function of neutron excess. As a consequence of this result, the heaviest neutron-rich nuclei that
undergo fission in the r process would spread their fragments over a much larger mass range than previous studies
anticipated. The impact of these yields were subsequently
tested in the astrophysical r process by Vassh et al. (2020).
Vassh and colleagues found that the wide fission yields of
FRLDM drastically improve the fit to the solar isotopic
residuals relative to the commonly used symmetric split

Abundance, Y(A)

technique. Wide fission yields impact the production of
lanthanides as well as the production of lighter precious
metals. The possibility of co-production among these elements is in agreement with observations of metal poor halo
stars which are thought to be evident of a single r-process
event.
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5 URSA
With the dramatic and ongoing acceleration in the technical capabilities offered by recent and upcoming nuclear experimental facilities and detectors, such as FRIB
[44], N=126 Factory [45], and storage rings as GSI, IMP,
and RIKEN [46], there will be a rapid transformation
in state-of-the-art nuclear data made available to astrophysical applications, e.g., in astrophysical nucleosynthesis [33, 47, 48], stellar structure and evolution [49], and
galactic chemical evolution [50], among other possibilities. Over the past 50 years [51], the intimate relationship
between nuclear physics, astrophysics, and astronomy has
become increasingly interconnected. As such, we are at a
critical point where the need to bridge the connections between the nuclear physics and astrophysics communities
has never been more apparent [52, 53].
The rapid neutron capture process, or r process, is an
especially prominent example of the connection between
astrophysics and nuclear physics: the r process proceeds
through some of the most neutron-rich nuclei thought to
exist in the universe, which establishes this unique category of astrophysical environments as an excellent probe
of the nuclear physics of nuclei far away from the valley of stability and approaching the neutron dripline [54].
At the same time, this makes the r process extraordinarily
sensitive to nuclear physics uncertainties which currently
plague these same neutron-rich nuclei [35], highlighting
the need within the computational astrophysics community to incorporate even individual points of new experimental nuclear data from the moment it becomes available.
As an example of this effect, we refer to Fig. 4, where a
single mass measurement is seen to adjust the r process
abundance pattern by a relatively significant amount [13];
with the advent of many (≈ 100s) of similarly impactful
experiments expected to occur in the immediate- and nearfuture [55], it is reasonable to expect that the astrophysics
community is facing a wonderful opportunity to capitalize on the ongoing developments in nuclear physics and
nuclear data communities.
In anticipation of these advances, we have begun development of Unified Reaction Structures in Astrophysics
(URSA), which aims to expedite the transmission of nuclear
data from first experiment to computational simulations in
astrophysics. The overall motivation of URSA is centered
around the complete decoupling of computational applications of nuclear data from specific details regarding the
data formats and/or data sources themselves. In practical
terms, this manifests as an underlying data format that is
sufficiently expressive to capture the many types of nuclear data needs in astrophysical and related applications,
which variously include radiation decay spectra, reaction
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Figure 4. The impact on the final r-process abundances from the
single measurement of the mass of 123 Pd (red curve) relative to
the baseline simulation [13]. The r-process solar isotopic residuals are shown as black dots. This result marked the first time a
superposition of trajectories were used to study the impact of a
new measurement, in contrast to present day sensitivity studies
which use only single trajectories.

cross sections, decay half-lives and branching ratios, fission properties, among numerous other conceivable possibilities. At the same time, URSA intends to provide, alongside the data format itself, numerical libraries that access,
process, and interpret data in any such ways that numerical
simulation codes might require. In this way, a computational astrophysicist need not rely on other researchers or
evaluators to import any particular piece of experimental
or evaluated data into one data format or another; rather,
URSA provides the resources to update all aspects of computational simulations’ nuclear data requirements, as necessary, to incorporate new nuclear data in real time as it
becomes available. The ideal data-to-application pipeline
suggested by this model is demonstrated schematically by
Fig. 5, where we outline the efficiency with which URSA
can enable new and innovative nuclear data to be implemented in astrophysical applications. The overall effect is
to enable an immediate reaction time to developments in
nuclear data across a broad swath of astrophysical nuclear
data applications. Two factors that will be critical as the
URSA project evolves will be community uptake and user
feedback, without either of which the full potential of its
impacts will surely not be realized.

6 Summary
Access and incorporation of accurate nuclear data is influential to producing reliable nuclear evaluations and empowers scientific discovery. We have reviewed a handful
of cases where the Los Alamos NEXUS framework along
with theoretical model codes have been used in this regard.
With a stream of new nuclear data expected to be produced
by radioactive beam facilities such as at the Facility for Radioactive Isotope Beams (FRIB), adoption of transmission
protocols such as the Unified Reaction Structures for Astrophysics (URSA) will be crucial for researchers in order
to keep pace with rapidly evolving scientific advancement.

Figure 5. An example of the Unified Reaction Structures for Astrophysics (URSA) data-to-application pipeline. From the moment that
even a single point of nuclear data is made available, URSA provides a complete suite of tools to update data in existing files within its
prescribed format without any need to modify existing simulation codebases.
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